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BACKGROUND

• Virus: Influenza A (H3N2).

• 2 proteins on the surface of virus: Hemagglutinin (H) and Neuraminidase(N)4

• 18 different H subtypes and 11 different N subtypes.1

• Antigenic evolution: mutation overtime of antigen-binding sites on a virus. 
When mutated, immune system’s antibodies have a harder time detecting 
the virus.2



INFLUENZA A
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MAIN POINTS

• Smith et al.’s purpose for mapping the antigenic and genetic evolution:

• Monitor antigenic difference in vaccine and circulating strains.

• Estimate the effectiveness of vaccines.

• May also help predict the success of an emerging strains.

• Create a method that analyzes phenotypes similar to phylogenetic 
algorithms.



VIROLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY

• Lapedes and Farber’s “shape space”: represents antibody/antigen binding.

• Two characteristics considered: coordinates and distance.

• Coordinates in the space represents binding attributes such as geometric 
shape, charge, hydrophobicity.

• Distance in the spaces between points represents binding affinity. Less 
space, greater affinity, stronger bind.3



VIROLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY

• Antigenic drift: small changes in virus’s genes that happen over time during 
replication. Small changes lead to viruses closely related and usually share 
antigenic properties.

• Antigenic shift: major change in virus. Usually results in hemagglutinin and/or 
hemagglutinin and neuraminidase protein combination.2

• Glycoprotein Hemagglutinin (HA): Antigen on surface of virus. Antibodies 
attach to these glycoproteins.

• HA evolves with antigenic drift.



ANTIGENIC MAP

• Different strains of Influenza A organized in 
clusters.

• Vaccine is updated when there is a 2-unit
difference between the vaccine strain and
next season’s expected strain.

• Reason why each cluster has at least one
vaccine strain.



ANTIGENIC AND GENETIC 
EVOLUTION

• Correlation between antigenic 
distance and number of 
amino acids was 0.81.

• On average 2.9 amino acid 
substitutions result in one unit 
change in distance.

• Rate of antigenic evolution 
per amino acid substitution
was slower within cluster.



ANTIGENIC AND GENETIC 
EVOLUTION

• SI87 to BE89 and BE92 to 
WU95 has one amino acid 
substitution.

• Suggests that the substitution
has a major antigenic effect
and can create a cluster
transition on its own.



COMPARING ANTIGENIC AND 
GENETIC EVOLUTION

• A: phylogenetic tree of 
HA1 nucleotide 
sequences.

• B: Genetic map of HA1 
amino acid sequences.

• C: Antigenic map
(similar to previous 
map on previous slide)



COMPARING ANTIGENIC AND 
GENETIC EVOLUTION

• Rate of antigenic evolution 
was, at times, faster than 
genetic evolution or vice 
versa.

• We can calculate the 
genetic difference 
between the center of 
each cluster.



GRADUAL GENETIC EVOLUTION AND 
PUNCTUATED ANTIGENIC EVOLUTION

• Take note the punctuated nature of the antigenic distance graph and the 
linear nature of the genetic distance graph.



CONCLUSION

• Antigenic evolution is clustered.

• Higher rate of antigenic evolution between clusters rather than within 
clusters.

• Antigenic maps can potentially quantify the extent that emerging strains 
can escape the immune system.
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